BRAAP QUICK SHIELD
#BW16-350

A water resistant coating is specifically formulated to protect and beautify surfaces such as plastic, vinyl and carbon fiber. Excellent for use on fenders and wheel wells to deflect mud and make clean-up easier. Can be applied to the surface and left untouched or allowed to dry before buffing. Leaves a long-lasting luster without attracting dirt and road debris. Sprays in any position, does not stain, and has low odor.

Suggested Uses:
Restores factory shine
Fresh scent

Packaging:
- UPC Code: 043281009423
- Cans per case: 6
- Shipping weight per case: 9 lbs.
- Container: 16 fluid ounce can
- Label weight: 12 ounces (342 grams)
- Shipping Classification: Consumer Commodity ORM-D, UN 1950
- Hazard Class: 2.1

Properties:
- Flammability: Extremely Flammable
- Flash point: -4F
- Specific Gravity: 0.80
- Solids Content: ~2%
- VOC content: 14%, does not exceed 15%
- Storage Temperature: 40-90F
- Application Temperature: 40-100F
- Lubricity Rating: Excellent
- Appearance: Clear
- High Temperature Resistance: 400F
- Low Temperature Resistance: -40F
- Heavy Load Capability: No
- Shelf life: Guaranteed for 2 years
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